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A scientific basis for homoeopathy?

Davenas E, Beauvais F, Amara J, Oberbaum M, Robinzon
B, Miadonna A, Tedeschi.A, Pomeranz B, Fortner P,
Belon P, Sainte- Laudy J, Poitevin B, Benveniste J.
(INSERM U 200, Universite Paris-Sud, Clamart, France;
Ruth Ben Ari Institute of Clinical Immunology, Rehovot,
Israel; Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico, University of
Milano, Milano, Italy; Ramsay Wright Zoological
Laboratories, University of Toronto, Ontario, Canada.)
Human basophil degranulation triggered by very dilute
antiserum against IgE. Nature 1988;333:816-18.

SUMMARY
When human polymorphonuclear basophils with antibodies of
the immunoglobulin E (IgE) type on their surface are exposed to
anti-IgE antibodies they release histamine from their intracellular
granules and change their staining properties. This can be
demonstrated at dilutions of IgE that range from 1 x 102 to
1 X 1012°. Over this range there are successive peaks of degranu-
lation from 40% to 60% of the basophils despite the calculated'
absence of antibody molecules at the highest dilutions. Since
dilutions need to be accompanied by vigorous shaking for the
effects to be observed, transmission of the biological informa-
tion could be related to the molecular organization of water.

COMMENTS
This apparently simple experiment had absolutely con-
founding results: Benveniste and his colleagues claimed
that human basophils degranulate in response to so dilute
a solution of antibody that not a single molecule of the
antibody is present in the reaction mixture. They showed,
apparently without doubt, that at dilutions ranging from
1 x 102 to 1 X 10120 the antibodies could produce their
specific effect. This phenomenon was so specific that even
closely related anti-IgG did not replicate the effects. A
similar effect has been claimed for many other compounds
such as ionophores and phospholipase A2.

Before this paper was accepted for publication, Nature
subjected it to a formidable peer review procedure.
Benveniste had to get the experiments repeated by
laboratories in Italy, Canada and Israel. This was done
and the experiments were found to be successful. The
referees did not find anything wrong in the experimental
design. Nevertheless, the reaction of the scientific com-
munity was (and still is) one of disbelief. The reason for
this scepticism is simple: Can a substance act even when it
is not there? For scientists, brought up on the Law of Mass
Action which states that the rate of a reaction is propor-
tional to the product of the concentrations of the active
reactants, this verges on heresy.

Nature carried an editorial in the same issue entitled,
'When to believe the unbelieveable;' The New Scientist
published a news item, 'Ghostly antibodies baffle scien-
tists.? And, of course, the popular press responded
wholeheartedly with comment and clamour. In France,
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where one doctor in four prescribes homoeopathic
medicine, the furore was tremendous. One of the reasons
put forth by Nature for publishing this paper was that
those vigilant members of the scientific community who
have a flair for picking holes in other people's work would
be able to suggest further tests for this phenomenon.
Nature itself took up the challenge. A team headed by
John Maddox, the editor, went to Benveniste's laboratory
to investigate the experiments.

The conclusions of Nature's fact finding committee
were published under the heading 'High dilution experi-
ments a delusion'. 3 The reasons given for this drastic
judgement seem to be quite convincing. Later Henry
Metzger's group" also published a refutation, which put
the validity of Benveniste's original observations even
more in doubt.

However, equally pertinent, at least to some, was
Benveniste's reply which was published alongside Nature's
own judgement. He accused John Maddox of conducting
a scientific witchhunt. Benveniste's description of how the
'trial' took place indicates that the conditions were far
from ideal and objective. The investigators were John
Maddox, who describes himself as a journalist with a
background in theoretical physics, James Randi, a profes-
sional magician who was there to rule out trickery, and
Walter Stewart, who has been working for the past decade
on errors, inconsistencies and misconduct in science. The
inclusion of at least one person with experience of the
kind of work being performed in Benveniste's laboratory
would have made the composition of the group of judges
acceptable to a wider section of scientists, and would have
avoided the ridicule subsequently heaped upon the other-
wise respectable journal. 5

It is not possible to keep track of all the correspondence
and publications on this subject but particularly interesting
was the letter of David Reilly who 'reluctantly judged
homoeopathic dilutions active' in the management of
hayfever. 6,7 By the time this summary is published some
workers may have proved the results conclusively wrong
(or conclusively right!). However, it is more likely that the
controversy will continue. Anyone following it will
witness how objective scientists really are. The form ofthe
debate is, at least at this stage, as interesting as its content.
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